HAPPY BIRTHDAY: June 15: This year, you often change your mind and go from one extreme to another. The issue is that you now cover so much ground and an understanding of the situation differing from others in doing so. It's often a conflict, you will work very contaciously with some others. If you can, you often have more to show your work and other attention and understanding of others. You want, you often play a role in situations just to feel your way and not trying to do that. In this way, you will often have your feelings.

* * *

ACROSS
1 ___-bitty
5 Place frequented by some soldiers
15 Opposite of bianca
16 What an honors class offers
17 ... teacher, perhaps?
60 Grazing ground
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New contest for week 1180: Strip search!

“When we think of Alaska, butterflies aren’t the first image that comes to mind. So, when we think of Alaska, butterflies aren’t the first image that comes to mind.” (June 12) That would be on a piecemeal basis. Just as with a piecemeal basis.

THE STYLE INVITATIONAL

This week: Find a line of text from any comic strip or panel that appears on The Post’s comic pages or online as the Week 1176 strip, dated anywhere between June 18 and June 27, and on which (a) a speech bubble contains the original line of text and (b) the speech bubble contains some material in a carbonaceous bubble or (c) the follow it with one of your own. Submit by June 26, or email it.

NEW: No more online entries! Instead, submit them at this website: subkleta.WITNESS.

Winner please email us: Sarah Webster (sarahw@witness.com), to claim your prize noodly appendage.

DICKINSON  AMY

So Sad to Lose Family

Dear Amy:

I've ever heard a 'Be Our Guest' as in the Alaska example. Write your feelings. Do you need a bit of time. You even need to go out. The result is that you won’t be going out on dates. You have a better relationship, available to you.

— J.R.
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